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Water Nexus is a policy support research project financed by the Belgian Directorate General for
Development Cooperation and Humanitarian Aid (DGD) and conducted by a consortium of Belgian
universities.
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1. Introduction and objectives
Given the pivotal and intertwining role of water in the SDG-agenda, the overarching goal of the PSR
“Water Nexus” policy support project was to strengthen the Belgian positioning in water-related
development and cooperation actions in the Global South by, amongst other, elaborating a water
strategy for the Belgian development cooperation and humanitarian aids programs (DGD).
In this context a series of participatory thematic brokerage workshops was organised to foster a
coherent approach for DGD, its partner organisations and all Belgian actors, identify pathways through
which Belgian actors can join forces and combine their expertise, and identify possible synergies. The
following subjects were identified and treated:
- Water-Energy-Food Nexus (22 June 2020);
- WASH: water, sanitation and hygiene (16 October 2020);
- Private Sector Engagement (14 December 2020).
Because of Covid-19 sanitary security reasons the encounters and exchanges were held in the form of
webinars. Invitations were each time sent to ± 350 gathered emails from: Water Nexus water actor
inventory, Water Without Borders event, Water Platform members, and Water Nexus consortium and
steering committee. The targeted audience, all active in the water sector, came from NGOs, private
sector, public agencies and research institutes. Each webinar counted approximately 40 participants;
detailed lists with participants, their structures and emails are annexed.
All webinars had similar objectives and structures: i) identify, present and connect Belgian actors, ii)
discuss the state of the art, and iii) conduct a SWOT analysis. For each webinar several spontaneous
and invited presentations were held:
- Presentation of the water strategy initiative;
- Presentation of definitions and facts;
- Key note presentation(s);
- Round table of participants’ presentations, and their contributions and/or experiences;
- Brainstorming and SWOT analysis.
SWOT analyses were interactively organised via a shared Google Excel sheet allowing participants to
freely contribute and animated by Water Nexus Belgium project members. Questions treated during
these exercises were: What do we do well? What can we do better? How to increase our impact? Are
there unexplored synergistic pathways? The several SWOT analyses are presented for each webinar
below.

Figure 1 – Theoretical SWOT scheme

Figure 2 – SWOT example questions
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Figure 3 – WEF Nexus webinar screenshot with: Zoom interface (left), SWOT presentation (right)
SWOT online Google Sheet (below)

The webinars, held in Zoom, as well as the different presentations are available for viewing and
download on the Water Nexus Belgium website (http://www.waternexusbelgium.org/webinars.html).
The recordings are raw footages, but bookmarks have been added allowing to jump between
presentations.

Figure 4 – Water Nexus Belgium project website with recorded webinars
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2. Water-Energy-Food nexus webinar
The first webinar concentrated on “Water-Energy-Food Nexus” and was held 22 June 2020. 49
participants subscribed, although the actual attendance was slightly lower (but it was not possible to
properly count and/or identify each participant).
2.1 Participating structures
Subscribed and connected participants presented the Belgian WEF scene rather well, coming from:
NGOs, private sector, public agencies and research institutes. Participating structures are presented in
Table 1.
Table 1 – WEF nexus webinar participating structures
NGO
Caritas International
CEMREST

Private sector
Antea Group
BOSAQ

Public agency
AWEX
Enabel

Eclosio

CO2logic

European Union

Iles de Paix

John Cockerill

Jappaleh Foundation

METAPHORA

Join for Water

SHER

King Baudouin
Foundation
Ondernemers voor
Ondernemers (OvO)
ULB-Cooperation
Watafrik
*: FPS, DGD, Results service
**: CEBioS

Flanders Department of
Foreign Affairs
GIZ
Ministry of Foreign
Affairs*
SPW Département
Environnement et Eau

watercircle.be

Research institute
CEBEDEAU
KULeuven
Royal Belgian Inst. for
Natural Sciences**
UCLouvain
ULB
ULiège

2.2 Presentations
Introductory presentations were given by the Water Nexus Belgium team on “An overview of the
Water Nexus Project” (Alice Alonso) and some “Definitions and facts” (Joost Wellens) to guide the
discussions. Key-note talks were given by Enabel on their practical WEF experience in Mozambique
(Laurence Janssens) and GIZ Global Nexus Secretariat on their “Nexus Regional Dialogues Programme”
focusing on implementing and mainstreaming WEF nexus (Maria Ana Rodriguez). To render the Belgian
foreign water landscape as complete as possible and to identify an optimum of synergies, participants
were invited to briefly (2-3 slides, 2-3 minutes) present their activities and/or experiences.
The presentations can be downloaded from the Water Nexus Belgium website. The different
presenting structures are listed below:
- Introduction (Marnik Vanclooster);
- The Water Nexus Project (Alice Alonso);
- Definition & facts (Joost Wellens);
- ENABEL (Laurence Janssens);
- GIZ (Maria Ana Rodriguez Gomez Cornejo);
- CEBEDEAU (Jean-François Gérard);
- CEBioS aquatic (Luc Janssens de Bisthoven);
- Eclosio (Christophe Goossens);
- Join for Water (Dirk Glas);
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King Baudouin Foundation (Edith Verstraeten);
OVO (Thierry Deflandre);
SPW (Johan Derouane);
watercircle.be (Matthias Mertens);
John Cockerill group (Julien Charlier).

2.3 SWOT analysis results
Beforehand, SWOT analysis objectives and definitions were explained, and a Google Sheet link was
shared with participants so each could freely contribute. Participants were also prompted to explain
their contributions. The detailed SWOT analysis results are presented in Annexe 1.
Strengths identified throughout the 3 webinars were the Belgian existing expertise and the actual
networking efforts. An overall weakness related to the national policy: weak anchorage (WEF) and
changing priorities (WASH). A clear consensus existed on the opportunities offered thanks to global
objectives, such as the SDGs. A returning threat was the difficulty for smaller actors to have access to
international funding (World Bank, EU, …).
Remarkable is that the absence of WASH in WEF projects and programs was considered a weakness.
Whereas, during the WASH webinar, linking WASH and WEF was identified as a weakness. Noticeable
also is the complicated impact of the energy pilar: this power imbalance can be an opportunity for the
energy branch to invest in water and food, but can also be a threat (privatised energy vs common good
water resources).
2.4 Satisfaction survey
After the webinar participants were asked to fill out a quick satisfaction survey on: the appreciation of
the different presentations, their understanding of WEF Nexus, the improvement of their network and
additional open feedback.
At least 80% of the respondents rated the presentations 8 or more on 10. 85% improved their Nexus
understanding and 83% confirmed having enlarged their network through this webinar. Some open
remarks:
“Thanks to all for the organization! Live conference would certainly have improved interactive
discussions for the SWOT analysis... as well as the coffee-break discussions ;-)”
“Participants presentations were too long and derailed the agenda. Next time, timed
interventions are required to best leverage the discussion and interaction. Using the Google
Document was a great idea for mass collaboration, kudos to whom thought of it.”

3. WASH webinar
The second webinar dealt with “WASH: water, sanitation and hygiene” and was held 16 October 2020.
46 participants subscribed, although the actual attendance was as usual slightly lower.
3.1 Participating structures
Different structures acted again present; representing NGOs, private and public sector, and research
institutes. Participating structures are listed in the table below (Table 2).
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Table 2 – WASH webinar participating structures
NGO
Autre Terre

Private sector
BOSAQ

Belgian Red Cross

De Watergroep

Bruxelles Environnement Hydro R&D International
Comité de Quartier
Hydroscan
Martineau
Ingenieurs zonder
Maritech
Grenzen
Join for Water
NOAHWS
King Baudoin Foundation
Sotrad Water
Kitanda
SWDE
Ondernemers voor
Ondernemers (OvO)
ULB-Cooperation
Watafrik
WaterAid
*: FPS, DGD, Results service

Public agency
AWEX
Dpt Chancellery &
Foreign Affairs Flanders
Enabel
Ministry of Foreign
Affairs*

Research institute
CEBEDEAU

UNESCO

UGent

KULeuven
UAntwerpen
UCLouvain

ULG
VUB

3.2 Presentations
The webinar kicked off with the presentation of some of the Water Nexus Belgium project deliverables
(Alice Alonso): i) the actors, projects and programs, bibliometrics and toolkits dashboard (see Water
Nexus Belgium website), and ii) the elaboration of a Water Strategy; and of “WASH definitions and
facts” (Joost Wellens). As key-note presentation, Enabel shared their experiences of their “Appui au
programme national d’assainissement liquide -APNA” au Maroc (Jamal Ouchker). Participants were
also again invited to briefly present their WASH related projects and/or experiences.
The complete set of presentations can be obtained at the Water Nexus Belgium website. The
presentations listed below are available on the website:
- Introduction (Marnik Vanclooster);
- Water Nexus Policy Support Project (Alice Alonso);
- Definition & Facts (Joost Wellens);
- ENABEL (Jamal Ouchker);
- Belgian Red Cross (Charlotte Schelstraete);
- CEBEDEAU (Jean-François Gérard);
- Hydro R&D Int (Emilie Ronsse);
- Ingénieurs sans Frontières (Jan Cromphout);
- Join for Water (Harad van der Hoek);
- NOAHWS (Dries Parmentier);
- Sotrad Water (Benoit Tondeur);
- WaterAid (Sophie Aujean).
3.3 SWOT analysis results
As during the WEF Nexus webinar, the ideas and objectives of a SWOT analysis were repeated, and a
Google Sheet was shared to jointly assess the exercise. Detailed results are presented in Annexe 2.
A clear strength is undoubtfully the Belgian expertise through private research; as confirmed during
the participants presentations. Strong and long-term presences in some countries by Enabel and
different NGOs were also considered a strength. Although these strengths became sometimes
weaknesses due to changing political orientations and consequent program interruptions. Another
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recurring weakness was the imbalance of attention and funding of hardware (sanitation facilities) vs
software (sensitization and education) solutions. The presentation of Enabel’s experiences
concentrating on communication was therefore clearly appreciated by most participants. WASH
related opportunities and threats were quite similar as those concerning WEF Nexus: the positive
impact of global agendas on national programmes and policies, and the difficult access to
(international) funding for smaller structures.
3.4 Satisfaction survey
Participants were asked again to respond to a short evaluation questionary on their webinar
experience: appreciation of the presentations, understanding of WASH, networking improvement, and
free suggestions and feedback.
90% of the respondents granted the presentations 8 or more on 10. 80% improved their WASH
understanding and all confirmed having enlarged their network through this webinar. Some received
suggestions:
“Maybe it should be nice to develop more on good practices based on field experience. For me,
to select WASH-projects, it could be an added-value of such a workshop.”
“For the SWOT, the discussion and debate, sharp and provocative questions should be distributed
on forehand”
“I know that corona prevention measures do not leave a 'live' alternative, but find it very difficult
to actively participate in online sessions with a large number of participants”

4. Private Sector Engagement webinar
The third and last webinar focused on “Private Sector Engagement” and was held 14 December 2020.
42 participants subscribed upfront and slightly fewer connected.
4.1 Participating structures
The webinar was held in for most the last working week of the year. Unfortunately, several private
actors could not participate because of other obligations, but those present contributed very actively.
Public sector was very present to promote and discuss different existing PSE mechanisms (see also
presentations and SWOT analysis); alongside NGOs and research institutes. Participating structures are
detailed in Table 3.
Table 3 – PSE webinar participating structures
NGO
Caritas International
Horizon Ethical Projects
(HEP)

Private sector
Antea Group

Public agency
AWEX

Research institute
CEBEDEAU

De Watergroep

Enabel

KULeuven

Ministry of Foreign
Affairs*
UNESCO

Royal Belgian Inst. for
Natural Sciences**
UAntwerpen

Join for Water

Hydroscan

Kitanda
Ondernemers voor
Ondernemers
Rikolot (Iles de Paix)
Watafrik

SWDE

UCLouvain
ULB
ULiège
VITO

*: FPS, DGD, Finexpo, Private Sector Development unit, Consulates, Embassies
**: CEBioS
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4.2 Presentations
Some international experiences on PSE, a state of the art of PPP and public support mechanisms to
promote PSE were presented in detail: i) Enabel’s PSE strategy (Sabine Soetens); ii) the Kenyan-Dutch
KIFFWA (“Kenya Innovative Finance Facility for Water”) catalysing water sector investments (Bruno
Verbist); iii) water and sanitation PPP Policy Document (Jan Cools); and iv) the commercial and
concessional instruments of Finexpo (Joeri Colson). Shorter presentations followed on NGO and
private sector experiences.
All presentations are available on the Water Nexus Belgium website. The different contributing
structures are:
- Introduction (Marnik Vanclooster);
- ENABEL (Sabine Soetens);
- KIFFWA (Bruno Verbist);
- PPP policy document (Jan Cools);
- Finexpo (Joeri Colson);
- Antea Group (Tom D’Haeyer);
- Hydroscan (Grégory Herman);
- Join for Water (Dirk Glas);
- OVO (Thierry Deflandre);
4.3 SWOT analysis results
For this last webinar, the SWOT analysis approach was briefly presented and a Google Sheet shared.
However, this time participants were asked to verbally interact while a Water Nexus Belgium team
member took note and filled out the SWOT matrix.
Particular PSE strengths are the different available national and regional facilitating structures
(Finexpo, AWEX, Agoria, …). However, a “matchmaking” or collaboration platform is presently missing,
rendering the Belgian forces too dispersed and weak. The WASH sector was also clearly defined as an
opportunity for more private sector engagement. The biggest threat remained a certain distrust
towards private engagements (pursuing benefits) in a development cooperation context.
4.4 Satisfaction survey
After the webinar, participants were invited to share their feedback, appreciation and suggestions on:
the presentations, networking, and free comments.
80% or more appreciated the different presentations with a score of 8 or plus on 10. All improved their
understanding on Private Sector Engagement and 90% appreciated the networking results. Some
comments:
“The seminar was really interesting, good choice of presentations.”
“A bit too much rushing through the presentations, would be better to allow more time or to
reduce the number of presenters, or insist on short and clear presentations.”
“Animating the SWOT exercise by two (1 animating, 1 taking notes) so the participants could
express themselves orally made the webinar more interactive. Good idea to do so!”
“Pragmatic next steps please.”
“I notice few involvements of the private sector. While it was the most concerned. We must
once again look for ways to involve them more. See with FIT, AWEX?”
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4. Conclusion
Life workshops remain the best networking opportunity. But covid-19 forced to organize webinars. The
first webinar was rather awkward for organizers and participants; sharing screens, “raising hands”,
sharing microphones, … But the webinars became more and more fluent; also profiting from a spillover effect of the now omni-present virtual meetings. The combination of key-note and participants
pitch presentations was unanimously appreciated throughout the different webinars. It allowed
simultaneously to offer a more profound understanding of the subject and a clearer view of what is
happening in the field. The webinar approach also allowed more participants to partake since time was
allocated more efficiently; no home-office-conference travelling. Webinars also come at low organizing
costs. It should be interesting to see how these webinars could continue after the Water Nexus Belgium
project to keep the momentum and networking active.
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Annexe 1: Detailed Water-Energy-Food SWOT analysis
Strengths: (helpful, internal origin)
- Belgian existing experience;
- Presence of private sector.
Weaknesses: (harmful, internal origin)
- No real holistic solutions: solution often pulled by one of the three pillars;
- WEF is often ‘not enough’ or ‘too much’: e.g. WASH is not in WEF, but often crucial to add it;
- Anchorage in national policy is required.
Opportunities: (helpful, external origin)
- Political buy-in;
- WEF addresses multiple SDGs;
- Renewable energies: generally smaller and looking for increased market share
(distinguish fossil and renewable energy);
- More linkages, more chances for innovation;
- Scale-up and/or linking projects;
- Power imbalance: energy >> water and food;
- Loans → revenues → maintenance → long-term.
Threats: (harmful, external origin)
- Segmented political systems;
- Difficult to finance: either too small for the big cooperation banks, or too large to be financed by
microloans;
- Power imbalance: energy >> water and food;
- Energy is much more privatised than water: will water follow?
- Believes that a “totally open global market” remains the solution.
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Annexe 2: Detailed WASH: water, sanitation and hygiene SWOT analysis
Strengths: (helpful, internal origin)
- “Belgium” is a strong mark, a strong label, with very good reputation;
- Belgian expertise and know-how in both soft and hard;
- Belgian private research;
- Links of NGOs with local organisations/authorities/communities;
- Long-term presence of Enabel in some countries;
- Good network initiatives.
Weaknesses: (harmful, internal origin)
- Difficulties to access to international funding for little structures;
- Changing political orientation and priorities leading to the interruption of programs;
- WASH is not highlighted as stand-alone policy priority, but likely linked to other themes like food
security or climate change;
- Water is more “present” and “easier” than sanitation: not enough stress on sanitation, waste
water, etc.
- Result-orientated communication: easier on hardware than on software;
- Wash projects require local institutional support, creating maintenance mechanisms, providing
capacity building, sensitization, education, ... This part is not so attractive to finance (slow, not
very visible, continuous impulses needed);
- “Shyness” of Belgian funding to push Belgian solutions;
- Weak private sector participation in Belgian ODA programs.
Opportunities: (helpful, external origin)
- Consensus on lack of funding for WASH;
- Global objective; 2018-2027 international decade for water (UN);
- Export Belgian know-how and stimulate self-appropriation and development by involving
users/communities;
- Scale up, improve and broaden existing initiatives;
- Close the water cycle: water = resource, insist on the value chains.
Threats: (harmful, external origin)
- Lack of funding and/or political will to fund WASH programs;
- Lack of information on WASH infrastructure and their state;
- Lack of local ownership;
- Fragmented landscape: more on water than on sanitation;
- Structural solutions are note a priority;
- International donors ask a certain scale to be able to apply for funding: create a Belgian platform
to gain weight;
- How to combine water, a common good, and sanitation, a rather private approach?
- WASH is often donor-driven and not a “local” priority.
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Annexe 3: Detailed Private Sector Engagement SWOT analysis
Strengths: (helpful, internal origin)
- Several Belgian facilitating structures: FINEXPO, FIT, AWEX, Hub.Brussels;
- SPF has a Digital for Development Platform put in place by Agoria and Close-The-Gap that seeks to
connect the private sector with NGOs and other organisations that wish to develop their use of
digital solutions in development;
- Water Nexus should remain an opportunity to bring Belgian actors together;
- Water is competence of regions in Belgium = decentralised competences in developing countries;
- Lot of expertise in the water sector in Belgium.
Weaknesses: (harmful, internal origin)
- Belgian forces are too dispersed;
- Not much private projects in water sector;
- Lack of platform/instrument to create projects amongst different Belgian actors;
- Lack of collaboration mechanisms: lack pf matchmaking mechanisms to match needs in the South
with expertise in the Belgian water sector;
- Difficulty to enter the market: focus lies more on international experience and not
solution/expertise provided by companies;
- Poor links to local research and knowledge centres in private projects;
- Difficulty to compete in public procurements;
- Lack of clear vision on potential role of private sector;
- Who is the primary investor in water?
Opportunities: (helpful, external origin)
- Interact with the WASH sector to define/elaborate a PS strategy;
- Combine water for public health and productive water: productive water (e.g., agriculture) could
attract more private investment;
- Increasing awareness of “Water stewardship” in Belgian companies with international supply
chains;
- Outsource Belgian companies and respond to needs from African entrepreneurs;
- Local research and knowledge centres;
- Civil society: transparency against risk of corruption;
- Civil society: engage in citizen science;
- Look at our neighbours (Netherlands) for complementarities and/or collaborations?
Threats: (harmful, external origin)
- Fragility, corruption;
- Quickly changing policies; less consideration for water needs;
- Difficulties for small companies to access the market;
- Shadow of the past (1980ies): resistance/mistrust towards development cooperation and private
sector.
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Annexe 4: Water-Energy-Food Nexus participants
Participants details and coordination as submitted into the subscription form. After request, no
objections on sharing were received.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

Last name
Aelvoet
Alonso
Berni
Boogaerts
Charlier
Cnudde
Collette
De Coster
De Roover
Deflandre
Delporte
Desmet
Despiegelaere
Durieux
Gamalejeva
Genard
Gérard
Gevers
Ghesquiere
Glas
Goor
Goossens
Goossens
heinrichs
Janssens
Janssens de Bisthoven
Lisoir
Mampaey
Mertens
Morfaw
Nijs
Noppen
Probst
Ratsimbazafy
Rocabado
Schneider
Siemes
Van der Avort
van Doleweerd
Van Dorpe
Van Essen
Van Vossel
Vanbeveren
Vanclooster
Verbist
Verjans
Verstraeten
Wellens
Wittoek

First name
Claudine
Alice
Paola
Andreas
Julien
Veerle
Sophie
Thierry
Mieke
Thierry
Guillaume
Martinus
Marc
Carol
Jelizaveta
Olivier
Jean-Francois
Herman
Lawrence
Dirk
Quentin
Christophe
Christophe
patrick
Laurence
Luc
Hervé
Jelle
Matthias
Rene
Klaas
Herman
Gregor
Hajaniaina
Ivan
Guillaume
Hubert
Annemie
Hetty
Christian
Ulrich
Dimitri
Eric
Marnik
Bruno
Valérie
Edith
Joost
isabelle

Structure
Diplomatic office of Belgium in Maputo
UCLouvain
UCLouvain
DGD, results service
John Cockerill
Flanders Department of Foreign Affairs
Enabel
UNI4COOP (ULB)
FPSForeign Affairs, PSR
Ondernemers Voor Ondernemers (OvO)
John Cockerill
FOD Buitenlandse Zaken, Handel en Ontwikkelingssamenwerking
Ondernemers Voor Ondernemers (OvO)
FPSForeign Affairs, Development Cooperation
Eurideas
Iles de Paix
CEBEDEAU R&D
Watafrik
Enabel
Join for Water
SHERIngénieurs-Conseils
Eclosio
Eclosio
AWEX
Enabel
Royal Belgian Institute for Natural Sciences-CEBioS
King Baudouin Foundation
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
watercircle.be
CEMREST vzw
Antea Group
CO2logic
Enabel
ULB
Antea Group
Caritas International
AWEX
FPSForeign Affairs, Development Cooperation
Jappaleh Foundation
METAPHORA
European Union
BOSAQ
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
UCLouvain
KULeuven
watercircle.be
King Baudouin Foundation
ULiège
Minisitry of Foreign Affairs and Development Cooperation
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Mail
Clo_BOF@hotmail.com
alice.alonso@uclouvain.be
paola-berni@hotmail.com
andreas.boogaerts@diplobel.fed.be
julien.charlier@johncockerill.com
veerle.cnudde@buza.vlaanderen
sophie.collette@enabel.be
thierry.decoster@ulb-cooperation.org
mieke.deroover@diplobel.fed.be
t.deflandre@skynet.be
guillaume.delporte@johncockerill.com
martinus.desmet@telenet.be
marcenbetty.despiegelaere@skynet.be
carol.durieux@diplobel.fed.be
l.gamaleeva@gmail.com
olivier.genard@ilesdepaix.org
jfgerard@cebedeau.be
herman.gevers@wiaq.org
lawrence.ghesquiere@enabel.be
dirk.glas@joinforwater.ngo
goor@sher.be
christophe.goossens@eclosio.ong
christophe.goossens@eclosio.ong
p.heinrichs@awex.be
laurence.janssens@enabel.be
ljanssens@naturalsciences.be
lisoir.h@kbs-frb.be
jelle.mampaey@diplobel.fed.be
matthias.mertens@watercircle.be
info@cemrest.be
klaas.nijs@anteagroup.com
herman@co2logic.com
gregor.probst@enabel.be
hajaniaina.ratsimbazafy@ulb.ac.be
ivan.rocabado@anteagroup.com
g.schneider@caritasint.be
h.siemes@awex.be
annemarie.vanderavort@diplobel.fed.be
hetty.van.doleweerd@jappalehfoundation.com
metaphora@metaphora.be
ulrichhvanessen@gmail.com
dimitri.vanvossel@bosaq.com
ericvanbeveren@hotmail.com
marnik.vanclooster@uclouvain.be
bruno.verbist@kuleuven.be
valerie.verjans@watercircle.be
verstraeten.e@mandate.kbs-frb.be
joost.wellens@uliege.be
Isabelle.wittoek@diplobel.fed.be

Annexe 5: WASH: water, sanitation and hygiene participants
Participants details and coordination as submitted into the subscription form. After request, no
objections on sharing were received.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Last name
Alonso
Aujean
Binon
Chazal
Claeys
Cnudde
Collette
Crespin
Cromphout
De Coster
Denolf
Derboven
Despiegelaere
Devinck
Durieux
Fehri
Fehri
Fourré
Galbusera
Gérard
Gevers
Glas
Heinrichs
Hilali
Hugé
Kadir
Khalifeh
Lippens
Lisoir
Looten
Miantuadi
Mosquera
Oury
Parmentier
Peeters
Ratsimbazafy
Ronsse
Roosen
Schelstraete
Tondeur
van der Hoek
Van Hooydonk
Van Nieuwenhove
Vanclooster
Vansintjan
Verbist

First name
Alice
Sophie
Martin
Thibaud
Célestin
Veerle
Sophie
Dimitri
Jan
Thierry
Hans
Pieter
Marc
Rudy
Carol
Raed
Raed
Jean-Luc
Dino
Jean-Francois
Herman
Dirk
Patrick
Meriem
Jean
Mokrane
Zeinab
Olivier
Hervé
Frederik
Minazola
Suanny
Vincent
Dries
Yves
Hajaniaina
Emilie
Tim
Charlotte
Benoît
Harald
Katrien
Joris
Marnik
Geert
Bruno

Structure
UCLouvain
WaterAid
Bruxelles Environnement
Enabel
De Watergroep
Department Chancellery & Foreign Affairs - Flanders
Enabel
VUB
Ingenieurs zonder Grenzen (IzG)
UNI4COOP (ULB)
Kitanda vzw
BOSAQ BV
Ondernemers voor Ondernemers
Kitanda vzw
FPSForeign Affairs, Development Cooperation
UCLouvain
UCLouvain
Comité de quartier Martineau
Ingenieurs zonder Grenzen (IzG)
CEBEDEAU R&D
Watafrik vzw
Join for Water
AWEX
Enabel
VUB
UCLouvain
UAntwerpen
UNESCO
King Baudouin Foundation
Join for Water
SWDE
UGent
Autre Terre
company
Maritech
ULB
Hydro-R&D International
DGD (health)
Belgian Red Cross-Flanders
Sotrad Water
Join for Water
Hydroscan
Belgian Development Cooperation
UCLouvain
FPSForeign Affairs, Development Cooperation
KULeuven
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Mail
alice.alonso@uclouvain.be
sophieaujean@wateraid.org
mbinon@environnement.brussels
thibaud.chazal@enabel.be
celestin.claeys@dewatergroep.be
veerle.cnudde@buza.vlaanderen
sophie.collette@enabel.be
dimitri.crespin@vub.be
jan.cromphout@yandex.com
thierry.decoster@ulb-cooperation.org
denolf-buyck@telenet.be
pieter.derboven@bosaq.com
marcenbetty.despiegelaere@skynet.be
rudydevinck@gmail.com
carol.durieux@diplobel.fed.be
raed.fehri@uclouvain.be
raedfehri@gmail.com
jl.fourre@hotmail.be
dino.galbusera@telenet.be
jfgerard@cebedeau.be
herman.gevers@watafrik.org
dirk.glas@joinforwater.ngo
p.heinrichs@awex.be
meriem.hilali@enabel.be
jean.huge@vub.be
mokrane812002@yahoo.fr
zeinabkhalifeh2@hotmail.com
sp.olivier@hotmail.com
lisoir.h@kbs-frb.be
frederik.looten@outlook.com
minazola.miantuadi@swde.be
suannysophia.mosqueraromero@ugent.be
vincent.oury@autreterre.org
d.parmentier@noahws.be
info@maritech.org
hajaniaina.ratsimbazafy@ulb.ac.be
emr@hydro-rdi.eu
tim.roosen@diplobel.fed.be
charlotte.schelstraete@rodekruis.be
bt@sotradwater.be
harald.vanderhoek@joinforwater.ngo
katrien.vanhooydonk@hydroscan.be
joris.vannieuwenhove@diplobel.fed.be
marnik.vanclooster@uclouvain.be
geert.vansintjan@gmail.com
bruno.verbist@kuleuven.be

Annexe 6: Private Sector Engagement participants
Participants details and coordination as submitted into the subscription form. After request, no
objections on sharing were received.
Last name

First name
Adrian Boyett
2 Alonso
Alice
3 Amad
Ureib
4 Bastien
Jean-Jacques
5 Biedler
Murray
6 Cclaeys
Célestin
7 Chazal
Thibaud
8 Cinal
Gulseher
9 Claes
Chris
10 Collette
Sophie
11 Colson
Joeri
12 Cools
Jan
13 Deflandre
Thierry
14 Denolf
Hans
15 Derouane
Johan
16 Despiegelaere Marc
17 Devinck
Rudy
18 D'Haeyer
Tom
19 Durieux
Carol
20 El Madani
Adil
21 Gaelle
Jullien
22 Gérard
Jean-Francois
23 Gevers
Herman
24 Glas
Dirk
25 Hauwaert
Margo
26 Heinrichs
Patrick
27 Herman
Grégory
28 Hollebosch
Patrick
29 Julien
Gaëlle
30 Looten
Frederik
31 Lust
Arnoud
32 Miantuadi
Minazola
33 Rasquinet
Nathan
34 Ratsimbazafy Hajaniaina
35 Schellens
Melanie
36 Schneider
Guillaume
37 Soetens
Sabine
38 Taymans
Matthieu
39 Vanbeveren Eric
40 Vanclooster Marnik
41 Verbist
Bruno
42 Wellens
Joost
1 Agbon

Structure
UCLouvain
UCLouvain
Consulate General of Belgium in Jerusalem
Belgian Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Private Sector Development Unit)
UNESCO
De Watergroep
Enabel
FPSForeign Afairs
Rikolto
Enabel
FPSForeign Afairs - Finexpo
UAntwerpen
Ondernemers voor Ondernemers (OVO)
Kitanda vzw
TREDYSLand & Water Management
Ondernemers voor Ondernemers (OVO)
KITANDA
Antea Group
FPSForeign Affairs, Development Cooperation
Ministry of Development Cooperation
Ministry of Development Cooperation
CEBEDEAU R&D
Watafrik vzw
Join For Water
UCLouvain
AWEX
Hydroscan
HEP (Horizon Ethical Projects)
Belgian Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Join for Water
VITO
SWDE
Belgian Ministry of Foreign Affairs
ULB
Embassy of Cotonou
Caritas International (NGO)
Enabel
Royal Belgian Institute of Natural Sciences
Belgian Ministry of Foreign Affairs
UCLouvain
KULeuven
ULiège
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Mail
abagbon@gmail.com
alice.alonso@uclouvain.be
ureib.amad@diplobel.fed.be
jean-jacques.bastien@diplobel.fed.be
mw.biedler@unesco.org
celestin.claeys@dewatergroep.be
thibaud.chazal@enabel.be
seher.cinal@gmail.com
chris.claes@rikolto.org
sophie.collette@enabel.be
joeri.colson@diplobel.fed.be
jan.cools@uantwerpen.be
t.deflandre@skynet.be
denolf-buyck@telenet.be
johan@tredys.be
marcenbetty.despiegelaere@skynet.be
rudydevinck@gmail.com
tom.dhaeyer@anteagroup.com
carol.durieux@diplobel.fed.be
adil.elmadani@diplobel.fed.be
gaelle.jullien@diplobel.fed.be
jfgerard@cebedeau.be
herman.gevers@watafrik.org
dirk.glas@joinforwater.ngo
margohauwaert@gmail.com
p.heinrichs@awex.be
gregory.herman@hydroscan.be
patrickhollebosch@gmail.com
gaelle.jullien@diplobel.fed.be
frederik.looten@outlook.com
arnoud.lust@vito.be
minazola.miantuadi@swde.be
nathan.rasquinet@diplobel.fed.be
hajaniaina.ratsimbazafy@ulb.ac.be
lelanie.schellens@diplobel.fed.be
g.schneider@caritasint.be
sabine.soetens@enabel.be
mtaymans@naturalsciences.be
eric.vanbeveren@diplobel.fed.be
marnik.vanclooster@uclouvain.be
bruno.verbist@kuleuven.be
joost.wellens@uliege.be

